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History of Architecture 1848
examination of the universal phenomenon of the city from a historical perspective considering how and why
cities took the shape they did

A History of Architecture 2023
this volume of essays is devoted to a careful examination of the importance of methodology in the study of
primary religious data the essays focus on the sacred as an ultimate object of descriptive analysis and
critical scrutiny on the part of a select number of north american and european methodologists in the
study and teaching of the history of religions and its allied disciplines the central question to which
the contributors respond are these what is the sacred is it a being or a concept of a being is it a mental
state or an objective reality or something else entirely can the sacred be described as an empirical fact
or as a formal rule for religious inquiry if the sacred is a valid category in the study and teaching of
religion then what can be said about the antithesis of the sacred namely the profane or the secular this
volume probes these questions with great care in order to justify a number of ways the sacred can be
construed as an indispensable notion for the study and teaching of religion

The City Shaped 1993-05-04
with contributions from provocative art and architectural historians this book is a unique exposition of
the temporary architecture erected for festivals and the role it has played in developing western
architectural and urban theory festival architecture is arranged in historical periods from antiquity to
the modern era and divided between analyses of specific festivals set in relation to contemporary
architecture and urban design ideas and theories illustrated with a wealth of unusual and rarely seen
images from the european festival tradition this is a fascinating outline of the history of festival
architecture ideal for postgraduate architecture and urban design students

The Sacred and its Scholars 1996-10-01
interpreting masonic ritual endeavors to addresses the depth of the ritualistic experience through a
discussion of what ritual means to man as well as what man means to ritual ritual teaches us about reality
but we will not come to a full understanding of it if we disparage what others do and view their actions
from a position of pseudo intellectual or cultural superiority ritual is the core of freemasonry and is
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that thing which sets it apart from so many organizations it is the key to the freemason s secrets and the
manner through which they transmit our beautiful system of morality it is something to be treasured
maintained taught elevated evaluated and above reinforced through proper performance decorum and setting

Festival Architecture 2007-12-06
from about 1830 to 1849 bent s old fort located in present day colorado was the largest trading post in
the southwest and the mountain plains region although the raw enterprise and improvisation that
characterized the american westward movement seem to have little to do with ritual douglas comer argues
that the fort grew and prospered because of ritual and that ritual shaped the subsequent history of the
region to an astonishing extent

Architecture and Civilization 2022-05-20
the theory of architecture concepts themes practices paul alan johnson although it has long been thought
that theory directs architectural practice no one has explained precisely how the connection between
theory and practice is supposed to work this guide asserts that architectural theory does not direct
practice but is itself a form of reflective practice paul alan johnson cuts through the jargon and mystery
of architectural theory to clarify how it relates to actual applications in the field he also reveals the
connections between new and old ideas to enhance the reader s powers of critical evaluation nearly 100
major concepts themes and practices of architecture as well as the rhetoric of architects and designers
are presented in an easily accessible format throughout johnson attempts to reduce each architectural
notion into its essential concept by doing so he makes theory accessible for everyday professional
discussion topics are arranged under ten headings identification definition power attitudes ethics order
authority governance relationship and expression areas covered under these headings include utopic thought
in theories of architecture advocacy and citizen participation in architecture the basis of architectural
quality and excellence the roles of the architect as artist poet scientist and technologist ethical
obligations of architecture rationales for models and methods of design how authority is determined in
architecture how architects structure their concepts conventions of communication within the architectural
profession each section begins by showing the etymology of key terms of the topic discussed along with a
summary history of the topic s use in architecture discussions probe the conceptual and philosophical
difficulties of different theories as well as their potential and limitations in past and present usage
among the provocative issues discussed in terms of their relationship to architecture are chaos theory
feminism service to the community and the use of metaphor johnson points out with stunning clarity the
intentions as well as the contradictions and inconsistencies of all notions and concepts all architects
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and designers as well as students and teachers in these disciplines will gain many insights about
architectural thought in this groundbreaking text

Interpreting Masonic Ritual 2016-11-28
時代精神 よ さようなら 精神 によって硬直化してきた 建築 を 言葉 によって解きほぐす

Ritual Ground 1996-12-23
comprising papers presented at the 15th international conference on studies repairs and maintenance of
heritage architecture this volume brings together global contributions from scientists architects
engineers and restoration experts dealing with different aspects of heritage buildings including the
preservation of architectural heritage the importance of retaining the built cultural heritage cannot be
overemphasised rapid development and the inappropriate conservation techniques are threatening many built
cultural heritage unique sites in different parts of the world this current volume covers a wide range of
topics related to the historical aspects and the reuse of heritage buildings as well as technical issues
on the structural integrity of different types of buildings such as those constructed with materials as
varied as iron and steel concrete masonry wood or earth material characterisation techniques are also
addressed including non destructive tests via computer simulation modern computer simulation can provide
accurate results demonstrating the stress state of the building and possible failure mechanisms affecting
its stability the included papers focus on such topics as heritage architecture and historical aspects
learning from the past surveying and monitoring modern 19th 20th century heritage ports and coastal
heritage heritage masonry structures wooden structures new technologies and materials corrosion and
material decay seismic vulnerability and retrofit re use of heritage buildings heritage and tourism
conservation policies guidelines codes and regulations for heritage heritage management defence industrial
and transportation heritage social cultural and economic aspects adaptability and accessibility monitoring
and damage detection vernacular architecture

The Theory of Architecture 1994-04-18
with all entries followed by cross references and further reading lists this current resource is ideal for
high school and college students looking for connecting ideas and additional sources on them the work
brings together the many facets of global studies into a solid reference tool and will help those
developing and articulating an ideological perspective library journal the encyclopedia of global studies
is the reference work for the emerging field of global studies it covers both transnational topics and
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intellectual approaches to the study of global themes including the globalization of economies and
technologies the diaspora of cultures and dispersion of peoples the transnational aspects of social and
political change the global impact of environmental technological and health changes and the organizations
and issues related to global civil society key themes global civil society global communications
transportation technology global conflict and security global culture media global demographic change
global economic issues global environmental and energy issues global governance and world order global
health and nutrition global historical antecedents global justice and legal issues global religions
beliefs ideologies global studies identities in global society readership students and academics in the
fields of politics and international relations international business geography and environmental studies
sociology and cultural studies and health

言葉と建築 1997
in this book david farrell krell challenges contemporary and traditional theories of architecture with
archeticture spelling it new by design the thesis of the book is that the heart of the word architecture
the greek root tec can be traced back to an earlier and more pervasive root tic the verb tiktein means to
love to engender to reproduce in the course of western history however that older root disappeared under
the debris of discarded techniques technologies architectonics and architectures all of them insisting on
technical mastery technological power and architectonic solidarity yet what would happen to the confidence
we place in technique if we realized that its dominion is based on a kind of oblivion an oblivion of the
materials places situations and human bodies that not even the mightiest technician can thoroughly
dominate but that he or she must love the opening chapter of archeticture proposes a new reading of plato
s timaeus the seminal work in western philosophy on the architecture of the universe and the human body it
pays close attention to the figures of chaos necessity and khora in timaeus arguing that the demiurge is
less a divine craftsman or technician than a lover and a father admittedly a father of an awkward and
forgetful sort among the things the demiurge forgets to acknowledge are the elements spaces and places the
materiality and the spatiality in which he finds himself but which he does not master chapter 2 moves from
plato to the modern and contemporary philosophers kant hegel and heidegger it sees in the projects of
these thinkers a growing liberation of choric space from time culminating in an ecstatic interpretation of
human spatiality yet ecstatic spatiality is anything but familiar it is essentially unhomelike and uncanny
chapter 3 offers a series of archetictural sections as opposed to architectural plans or elevations of
freud and heidegger on the theme of the uncanny and unhomelike das unheimliche the fourth and final
chapter turns to three recent thinkers who in very different ways introduce uncanny human bodies into
unhomelike spaces merleau ponty bataille and irigaray
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Structural Studies, Repairs and Maintenance of Heritage Architecture XV
2017-08-15
the architect traces the role of the profession across the centuries and in different cultures showing the
architect both as designer and as mediator between the client and the builder

Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals. 2d Ed., Rev. and Enl 1986
welcome to a journey of remarkable buildings and remarkable thoughts about these buildings shaped as they
are by deep time modern ideas and scottish culture readers are sure to see new vistas in the land of stone
open before them from the foreword by professor andrew patrizio what makes scottish architecture scottish
what ideas drive scottish architecture what has modern architecture in scotland meant to the scots ever
since the granny tops rattling and clanking in the wind to draw smoke up the tenemental flues from open
coal fires caught my attention as a three year old architecture and its many parts purposes processes and
procedures has fascinated me for me architecture has always had profound significance land of stone seeks
to disengage widely held conceptions of what a scottish architecture superficially looks like and to focus
on the ideas and events philosophical political practical and personal that inspired architects and their
clients to create the cities towns villages and buildings we cherish today

Encyclopedia of Global Studies 2012-03-09
the sacred place was and still is an intermediate zone created in the belief that it has the ability to co
join the religious aspirants to their gods an essential means of understanding this sacred architecture is
through the recognition of its role as an in between place establishing the contexts approaches and
understandings of architecture through the lens of the mediating roles often performed by sacred
architecture this book offers the reader an extraordinary insight into the forces behind these
extraordinary buildings written by a well known expert in the field the book draws on a unique range of
cases reflecting on these inspiring places their continuing ontological significance and the lessons they
can offer today fascinating reading for anyone interested in sacred architecture

Archeticture 1997-10-02
this book looks at specific instances in the renaissance enlightenment and our own time when architectural
ideas and ideas of biological life come into close proximity with each other these convergences are
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fascinating and complex offering new insights into architecture and its role establishing architecture as
a product of the ascendancy of the position of human life the author shows here that while architecture is
dependent on life forces for its existence at the same time it must be at some level indifferent to the
life within it life for its part privileges itself above all else and seeks to continuously expand its
field of expression this then is the asymmetrical condition and to understand it is to gain important new
theoretical perspectives into the nature of architecture

The Architect 2000
please fill in marketing copy

Land of Stone 2022-12-06
what architecture means introduces you to architecture and allows you to explore the connections between
design ideas and values across time space and culture it equips you to play an active and informed role in
architecture either as a professional or as a consumer client and citizen by analyzing famous and everyday
buildings while presenting and questioning the positions of important architects and theorists this book
will help you to evaluate and decide what qualities ideas and values you believe are important in
architecture you ll learn how various definitions of architecture establish different relationships with
all buildings and even non buildings how buildings express and accommodate ideas of the sacred the family
and the community what an architect is and what priorities they bring to design and construction how an
architect s expertise relates to that of the engineer and why these are distinct disciplines about values
like beauty originality structural expression and cultural memory and their purpose in architectural
design about the interests and ethical values that architects and architecture serves and promotes topics
include sacred spaces the house the city architects and engineers aesthetics and design originality and
method technology and form memory and identity and power and politics

The Sacred In-Between: The Mediating Roles of Architecture 2013-09-13
this handbook presents the great contemporary challenges facing cities and urban spaces in latin america
and the caribbean the content of this multidisciplinary book is organized into four large sections
focusing on the histories and trajectories of urban spatial development inequality and displacement of
urban populations contemporary debates on urban policies and the future of the city in this region
scholars of diverse origins and specializations analyze latin american and caribbean cities showing that
despite their diversity they share many characteristics and challenges and that there is value in
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systematizing this knowledge to both understand and explain them better and to promote increasing equity
and sustainability the contributions in this handbook enhance the theoretical empirical and methodological
study of urbanization processes and urban policies of latin america and the caribbean in a global context
making it an important reference for scholars across the world the book is designed to meet the
interdisciplinary study and consultation needs of undergraduate and graduate students of architecture
urban design urban planning sociology anthropology political science public administration and more

Architecture, Animal, Human 2006-02-02
in an eclectic and highly original study turnbull brings together traditions as diverse as cathedral
building micronesian navigation cartography and turbulence research he argues that all our differing ways
of producing knowledge including science are messy spatial and local every culture has its own ways of
assembling local knowledge thereby creating space thrugh the linking of people practices and places the
spaces we inhabit and assemblages we work with are not as homogenous and coherent as our modernist
perspectives have led us to believe rather they are complex and heterogeneous motleys

Transcending Architecture 2015
this book offers a thorough introduction to the entire field of architecture outlining the steps that are
normally taken in becoming a qualified architect from initial education right through to professional
practice as well as how to apply this architectural training in other fields complete with feature spreads
on individual projects architecture an introduction s broad up to date approach unites history theory and
practice subjects covered include how to develop a brief with a client taking an idea from brief to
project types of visual presentation including drawings models and computer renderings project planning
and management the diverse roles within a company and the future of architectural practice this book is a
must for anyone considering taking an architecture course or just beginning one

What Architecture Means 2015-07-24
in architecture of the world s major religions an essay on themes differences and similarities thomas
barrie presents religious architecture as an amalgam of aesthetic social political cultural economic and
doctrinal elements which are often materialized in different ways in the world s principal religions
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The Routledge Handbook of Urban Studies in Latin America and the
Caribbean 2022-07-19
fractal analysis is a method for measuring analysing and comparing the formal or geometric properties of
complex objects in this book it is used to investigate eighty five buildings that have been designed by
some of the twentieth century s most respected and celebrated architects including designs by le corbusier
eileen gray frank lloyd wright robert venturi frank gehry peter eisenman richard meier and kazuyo sejima
amongst others this book uses mathematics to analyse arguments and theories about some of the world s most
famous designs starting with 625 reconstructed architectural plans and elevations and including more than
200 specially prepared views of famous buildings this book presents the results of the largest
mathematical study ever undertaken into architectural design and the largest single application of fractal
analysis presented in any field the data derived from this study is used to test three overarching
hypotheses about social stylistic and personal trends in design along with five celebrated arguments about
twentieth century architecture through this process the book offers a unique mathematical insight into the
history and theory of design

Masons, Tricksters and Cartographers 2003-09-02
this volume offers readers a unique and comprehensive overview of theoretical perspectives on the sublime
the singular aesthetic response elicited by phenomena that move viewers by transcending and overwhelming
them the book consists of an editor s introduction and fifteen chapters written from a variety of
disciplinary perspectives part one examines philosophical approaches advanced historically to account for
the phenomenon beginning with longinus moving through eighteenth and nineteenth century writers in britain
france and germany and concluding with developments in contemporary continental philosophy part two
explores the sublime with respect to particular disciplines and areas of study including dutch literature
early modern america the environment religion british romanticism the fine arts and architecture each
chapter is both accessible for non specialists and offers an original contribution to its respective field
of inquiry

Architecture 2010-02-12
the twelve papers written for this volume reflect the wide scope of annemarie weyl carr s interests and
the equally wide impact of her work the concepts linking the essays include the examination of form and
meaning the relationship between original and copy and reception and cultural identity in medieval art and
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architecture carr s work focuses on the object but considers the audience looks at the copy for retention
or rejection of the original form and meaning and always seeks to understand the relationship between
intent and perception she examines the elusive nature of center and periphery expanding and enriching the
discourse of manuscript production icons and their copies and the dissemination of style and meaning her
body of work is impressive in its chronological scope and geographical extent as is her ability to tie
together aspects of patronage production and influence across the medieval mediterranean the volume opens
with an overview of carr s career at southern methodist university by bonnie wheeler kathleen maxwell
justine andrews and pamela patton contribute chapters in which they examine workshops subgroups and
influences in manuscript production and reception diliana angelova lynn jones and ida sinkevic offer
explorations of intent and reception focusing on imperial patronage relics and reliquaries cypriot studies
are represented by michele bacci and maria vassilaki who examine aspects of form and style in architecture
and icons the final chapters by jaroslav folda anthony cutler rossitza schroeder and ann driscoll are
linked by their focus on the nature of copies and tease out the ways in which meaning is retained or
altered and the role that is played by intent and reception

Progressive Architecture 1992
during the nineteenth century the colonial straits settlements of singapore penang and melaka were
established as free ports of british trade in southeast asia and proved attractive to large numbers of
regional migrants following the abolishment of slavery in 1833 the straits government transported convicts
from the east india company s indian presidencies to the settlements as a source of inexpensive labor the
prison became the primary experimental site for the colonial plural society and convicts were graduated by
race and the labor needed for urban construction hidden hands and divided landscapes investigates how a
political system aimed at managing ethnic communities in the larger material context of the colonial urban
project was first imagined and tested through the physical segregation of the colonial prison it relates
the story of a city singapore and a contemporary city state whose plural society has its origins in these
historical divisions a description of the evolution of the ideal plan for a plural city across the three
settlements is followed by a detailed look at singapore s colonial prison chapters trace the prison s
development and its dissolution across the urban landscape through the penal labor system the author
demonstrates the way in which racial politics were inscribed spatially in the division of penal facilities
and how the map of the city was reconfigured through convict labor later chapters describe penal
resistance first through intimate stories of penal life and then through a discussion of organized
resistance in festival riots eventually the plural city ideal collapsed into the hegemonic urban form of
the citadel where a quite different military vision of the city became evident hidden hands and divided
landscapes is a fascinating and thoroughly original study in urban history and the making of multiethnic
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society in singapore it will compel readers to rethink the ways in which colonial urban history
postcolonial urbanism and governance have been theorized by scholars and represented by governments

Architecture of the World’s Major Religions 2020-08-25
this collection of twenty one essays written by colleagues and former students of the architectural
historian spiro kostof 1936 1991 presents case studies on kostof s model of urban forms and fabrics the
essays are remarkably diverse the range includes pre columbian inca settlements fourteenth century cairo
nineteenth century new orleans and twentieth century tokyo focusing on individual streets around the world
and from different historical periods the collection is an inviting overview of the street as an urban
institution the theme of the volume is that the street presents itself as the basic structuring device of
a city s form and also as the locus of its civilization each essay is a detailed investigation of a single
urban street with unique historical conditions the authors shared concern regarding anthropological
political and technical aspects of street making coalesce into a critical discourse on urban space a
fitting tribute to spiro kostof this collection will be greatly admired by scholars and general readers
alike

The Fractal Dimension of Architecture 2016-09-01
this book is a study of architecture and urban design across the mediterranean sea from the 12th to the
14th century a time when there was no single hegemonic power dominating the area the focus of the study
four cities on the italian peninsula and four in syria and egypt is the interconnectedness of the design
and use of urban structures streets and open space each chapter offers an historical analysis of the
buildings and spaces used for trade education political display and public action the work includes
historical and social analyses of the mercantile social political and educational cultures of the eight
cities highlighting similarities and differences between christian and islamic practices sixteen new maps
drawn specifically for this book are based on the writings of medieval travelers

The Sublime 2012-07-30
during the rise of new york from the capital of an upstart nation to a global metropolis the visual
language of greek and roman antiquity played a formative role in the development of the city s art and
architecture this compilation of essays offers a survey of diverse reinterpretations of classical forms in
some of new york s most iconic buildings public monuments and civic spaces classical new york examines the
influence of greco roman thought and design from the greek revival of the late eighteenth and early
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nineteenth centuries through the late nineteenth century american renaissance and beaux arts period and
into the twentieth century s art deco at every juncture new yorkers looked to the classical past for
knowledge and inspiration in seeking out new ways to cultivate a civic identity to design their buildings
and monuments and to structure their public and private spaces specialists from a range of disciplines
archaeology architectural history art history classics and history focus on how classical art and
architecture are repurposed to help shape many of new york city s most evocative buildings and works of
art federal hall evoked the parthenon as an architectural and democratic model the pantheon served as a
model for the creation of libraries at new york university and columbia university pennsylvania station
derived its form from the baths of caracalla and atlas and prometheus of rockefeller center recast ancient
myths in a new light during the great depression designed to add breadth and depth to the exchange of
ideas about the place and meaning of ancient greece and rome in our experience of new york city today this
examination of post revolutionary art politics and philosophy enriches the conversation about how we shape
space be it civic religious academic theatrical or domestic and how we make use of that space and the
objects in it

Byzantine Images and their Afterlives 2016-12-05
over the past two decades scholarship in architectural history has transformed moving away from design
studio pedagogy and postmodern historicism to draw instead from trends in critical theory focusing on
gender race the environment and more recently global history connecting to revisionist trends in other
fields with examples across space and time from medieval european coin trials and eighteenth century
haitian revolutionary buildings to weimar german construction firms and present day african refugee camps
writing architectural history considers the impact of these shifting institutional landscapes and
disciplinary positionings for architectural history contributors reveal how new methodological approaches
have developed interdisciplinary research beyond the traditional boundaries of art history departments and
architecture schools and explore the challenges and opportunities presented by conventional and unorthodox
forms of evidence and narrative the tools used to write history

Hidden Hands and Divided Landscapes 2009-02-28
近現代建築批評のバイブル 待望の邦訳刊行
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Streets 2023-11-10
includes special issues

The Medieval Mediterranean City 2021-08-17
publisher description

Classical New York 2018-09-04
utopian thought though commonly characterized as projecting a future without a past depends on golden
models for re invention of what is through a detailed and innovative re assessment of the work of three
architects who sought to represent a utopian content in their work and a consideration of the thoughts of
a range of leading writers coleman offers the reader a unique perspective of idealism in architectural
design with unparalleled depth and focus of vision on the work of le corbusier louis i kahn and aldo van
eyck this book persuasively challenges predominant assumptions in current architectural discourse forging
a new approach to the invention of welcoming built environments and transcending the limitations of both
the postmodern and hyper modern stance and orthodox modernist architecture

Writing Architectural History 2021-12-14
in restored jesuits women religious american experience 1814 2014 kyle roberts and stephen schloesser s j
bring together new scholarship that explores the work and experiences of jesuits and their women religious
collaborators in north america over two centuries

現代建築史 2003-01
offers a philosophical exploration of the pervasiveness of place presenting an account of the role of
place in human experience this book points to place s indispensability in navigation and orientation the
role of the lived body in matters of place isconsidered and the characteristics of built places are
explored
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Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 1997
a journal devoted to the craft of painted and stained glass

Chicago Architecture 2005-09

Utopias and Architecture 2007-05-07

Crossings and Dwellings 2017-07-31

Getting Back Into Place 1993

Stained Glass 1986
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